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What am I missing? $./cast_oracleapitracker -h Usage:./cast_oracleapitracker.. Note that the returned value of AppId and AppVersion may be different. This value is the key used to
determine whether to use the new or an existing A: The return value from your command is (e.g. using "args":0): 0 This is not what you want, as here you are using the same special
variable, $0, as part of the script, and this is not allowed. If you want to return the value of the first argument, which is AppId, you can use: ./cast_oracleapitracker "$1" | awk '/AppId/ {
print $1 }' or ./cast_oracleapitracker "$1" | awk '/AppId/ { print $3 }' The $1 means to use the first argument, and the $3 is the 3rd field, e.g. "AppId". This will give you the value of
AppId. Q: What to do with "go" - or "do" - in "Go and do that". Ciao, In Italian there is a simple construction: "Go and do that". For example: "Andiamo a fare la spesa" or "Devi andare a
fare la spesa". What is the corresponding English construction? Is it "Go and do/do that" or something else? Thanks a lot A: You already know the answer, but I'll give a further piece of
advice. If you need a verb to explain a process, use to do. That's what you're doing: you're explaining the process (of going and doing something) to the listener. If you're merely asking
the listener to do something, like going to the supermarket, use and go. (Just an aside: the other uses of and are and; go and do. These are not interchangeable.) To your example,
"Andiamo a fare la spesa" is the better way to say it. Here's the Italian: Andiamo a fare la spesa. Here's the (perhaps) more formal version, used in spoken Italian in such a situation:
Andiamo in vetr
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